
INTELLIGENT VIDEO ANALYTICS
FOR Quick Service Restaurants
Transform your restaurant into a highly efficient and functional space and
maximize its’ utilization and value.

sales@deepnorth.com www.deepnorth.com



Product Features
CUSTOM DASHBOARD

Visually track your key peformance indicators to
drive transparency and improve decision making.

Intelligent Video Analytics
for Quick Service Restaurants (QSR)

PROBLEMS WE’RE SOLVING:

SOLUTIONS

WHO WE ARE

Digitally monitor real-time shopper count and conversion; 
measure marketing effectiveness over a period by analyszing 
footfall trends for every retaurant amd region.

Deep North is an AI and computer vision company that
helps enterprises achieve growth by translating video data
from their physical environments into actionable insights. 

Advanced video analytics can measure foot traffic,
engagement, conversion and consumer experience at
various locations such as retail stores, shopping centers,
office buildings and warehouses. Deep North offers
state-of-the art tools that go beyond by combining sales
data with video analytics to unlock superior business
outcomes such as revenue growth and cost optimization. 

Deep North is developed to govern and preserve the
integrity of each and every individual by the highest
possible standards of anonymization.

Fortune 500 companies frequently use 
Deep North’s Video Analytics platform for 
both strategic planning and day-to-day 
operational improvements. Deep North’s 
customers have witnessed more than 10% 
in-store conversion, thousands of dollars in 
cost savings to greater than 10X ROI.

Analyzing Traffic

Increase throughput by measuring speed of service. Understand 
bottlenecks in the order pickup process.

Streamlining Operations

Prevent line abandonment and maximize revenue by attending to 
every customer. Dynamically deploy staff in the kitchen, dining 
areas, and drive thru window to reduce operating expenses.

Queue Management

Create and maintain a safe and hygienic environment for 
shoppers and employees. Ensure compliance with food safety 
standards at both company owned and franchisee locations.

Safety & Hygiene

DRILL-DOWN ANALYTICS

Comprehensive data and predictive analytics on
key property metrics helps clients realize ROI.

ZONE LEVEL ANALYSIS

Attributes to metrics on entrances, floor levels, work places,
courtyards, lobby and lounge areas, dining patio and
common spaces, parking lots, etc.

MOBILE APP

Conveniently access mobile dashboards and
receive real time alerts on the go.

Limited Visibility
into Visitor In-Store
and Drive Thru
Operations

Lack of Real Time
Insights for Decision
Making

Inadequate Data 
for Labor Planning
and Allocation

Lack of Insight into
Customer Behavior
and Journey

...and many more, including: 
Lack of hard data to justify recommended changes.
Limited understanding for longterm forecasting. 

10%
INCREASE IN

IN - STORE
CONVERSION


